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- Widespread ownership of mineral resources gives unique structure in U.S.
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Oil and gas leasing is the solution to the natural resource acquisition problem. What can we learn from the experience?
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**Capital constraints:** purchases capital-intensive
- technical capacity not paired with financial capital historically

**Legal institutions:** allow mineral leasehold latitude to operate
- “mineral dominance”
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- Do we get the “right” amount of leasing?
- How do we get optimal lease allocation?
- What do aggregators cost?
Development is risky, so there are unproductive leases.
U.S. Federal Onshore Oil and Gas Lease Acreage
FY 1988 - 2011

Source: Public Land Statistics
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  ➤ over 50% non-operators
  ➤ unclear how many are only aggregators
Developed leases acquired by firms that never develop (aggregators): 10.4%
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2007 Landman Survey from Amer. Assoc. Prof. Landmen
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*Marginal Effects*

- Offshore: +$26,192
- Full-time, independent landmen: +$18,861
- Lead brokers: +$22,097

- Independent landmen are most likely aggregators, and they are handsomely rewarded.
- Company landmen are a cost of doing business.
Takeaways

- Oil & gas leasing solves natural resource acquisition problem
- Range of contracts to control resources for E & P activity
- Legal dominance and definition reduces costs
- More leases are written than needed
- Aggregators (independent brokers and landmen) play an important role in the oil and gas leasing process